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A COLD £)$£)'/ BY: CHARLES MAHCOBX
Through my research I have come to the conclusion that the sun is A COLD 

MAGNETIC BODY and not a NOT GASEOUS ONE as Science has long thought. It is 
like dry ice, so cold that it feels hot, or appears to be hot. In the summer 
time, when we have our warmest weather, the Sun is at it farthest point away 
from the Earth, this definitly indicates to me that it is a cold body, since 
in winter when it is closer to the earth we Jaave extreme cold weather.

If you got cold, you would seek a warm place, the closer you get to a 
hot stove, the warmer you get, walk away from it and you soon.get cold again. 
If the Sun is a hot body, giveing us heat and life, then why is the condit
ions the reverse to known natural laws? In the summer months the LIGHT is 
brighter than in the dull gray of winter.

In the fall of the year as the Sun gets closer, life withers and dies 
science explains this away. In the spring as the sun gets further from the 
earth life buds forth and regenerates. So, I say that the Sun is the giver 
of DEATH, and not life. Being a cold body, it effects us as a cold body. We 
put food in cold storage to keep it, preserve it until we need it. That is 
what the sun does, it hibernates life.

It is these various weather changes which brings on strange diseases, 
pollonation of plants etc that causes various disturbing diseases, plus 
the cold magnetic forces of the Sun and other solar radiations which effects 
us and bring finally old age and death. It is this very reason that the 
Elder races went underground, away from Suns and solar and Cosmic radiations.

After God had said "let'there be lig’-t in the fir ament of the heaven to 
divide the day from the nite, and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and 
for days and years" he created "fowl that may fly above the earth in the 
open firmanent of heaven."

If we can accept the Bible, we find that heaven must be the ATMOSPHERE 
that exists above the earth for a couple of hundred miles, that the 
ATMOSPHERE is the FIRAMENT, for the fowl could fly in it. We know that birds 
have an uncanny way of flying, of knowing just where to go, but PLANES DO NOT 
KNOWN, and many of the strange accidents are caused by vibrations which fowls 
are aware of, and are able to fly without being diverted into strange 
accidents. There are cases where birds have had strange freakish experiences 
such as not being able to control their flight and huge flocks of birds 
acting as if mysteriously lost. The birds that go South, the uncanny BAT and 
other strange migration habits all prove that they are equipped with organs 
that detect vibration of other living things in the atmosphere, or firament, 
such as SPIRITS OR DEMONS, so called flying saucers, and all follow flight 
patterns which avoides these conditions, except in rare instances.

Gen. 1:19. "And the evening and the morning were the fourth day." Remember 
that in verse 16, God made two great LIGHTS, the greater light to rule the 
day, and the lesser light to rule the night.

But in verse 19, it says that evening to morning is the DAY LIGHT, THE 
GREATER LIGHT, what we call NIGHT LIGHT, so, it is apparent that what we 
call darkness is the greater light, and that our so called Sun light is not 
so good. Thatswhat is says, and this is repeated six times, so make no 
mistake about this point. It is not the Sun which gives us heat - light and 
life, but Mother Earth herself.

You have read the Bible story of the flood. It says that the WINDOWS OF 
THE EARTH AND THE WINDOWS OF THE- HEAVEN OPENED UP, and the waters did come 
etc. Further in the Bible, we find that the STARS ARE THE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN. 
How can it be if the stars are so far from the earth that water came from 
them and flooded the earth? The Astronauts could not see the stars in some 
cases. I say that the stars are not what we think they are, that they exist 
just a few hundred miles above the earth, and the light which we see coming 
from them is the LIGHT FROM HEAVEN, it is the windows that lets the light 
shine through.

Take a pair of binoculars and look real close at the stars and notice 
the LIGHT, and see how different it is from any other kind of light that we 
live with. The light is a duplicate of the light seen from some saucers.

Sometime ago I observed one of these silvery saucer climbing straight 
up. and it appeared just like the stars around it. After awhile it disappeared, 
bur the strange part of its disappearing was that it seemed to PASS THROUGH 
A LAYER OF SOMETHING, AND ITS LIGHT SEEMED TO GLOW REDDISH AS IT PASSED 
THROUGH THE LAYER and beyond it out of sight.
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According to the Bible the Earth was at its creation completely surround
ed in a bubble of water, there was no rain, or moistwe that wet the earth. 
Something came along and broke this bubble and the rains did fall on the 
earth. At one time, according to the Bible, the earth was 7/8 land, and 
1/8 water, or something very close to these figures. ................... ..

Our earth spins around the sun, every part of it is exposed to the 
Sun light sometime during eadb/t^erfty four.hr^ except-: at th,e^ pole’s. When 
it was created the earth SPUN1 LIKE^A "TCP.., that is one side 5of the earth was 
continious NITE LIGHT and the other side was CCNTINIOUS DAY LIGHT. This 
system was how the earth was able to purify itself of any contamination, with 
the water bubble protecting it from solar radiation.' _

In the Orient, the lotus blossom is the symbol '
<1 MU, Lemuria used this symbol also.

Draw a sphere, divide it in four parts 
leaving about 1/8 of it showing. •In the Bible it says a fountain went /
out from the garden, and four rivers divided //
the land from the water, and that it was If
7/8 land, and 1/8 water. You draw a lotus ( /
blossom and you have a picture of the |;
earth as it was. Draw a circle around it 
and this gives you an idea of the water I
bubble. X

We know from atom tests that water "
is the only means to get rid of radiation 
or fallout. The watter bubble was our protector - il 
solar material and radiation but it also deflected ; 
conditions away from it. So when the earth bubble broke and the rains came, 
all the radiation came with it, plus the disease and the death.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: In this regular feature Richard S. Shaver will answer 
a a your many questions personally. Address all questions to SHAVER SAYS 

' care of THE SEARCHLIGHT, 3 Courtland Street, New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

QUESTION^ Why is the U.S. Air Force withholding information 
on Flying Saucers? So many people see them it is 
useless to say they do not exist.

ANSWER FROM RICHARD S. SHAVER:
There are several reasons, all interlocking. The main 

is due to individual mental control from the cavern ray...many a 
good airman unconsciously receive thoughts on which they act to 
suppress and with-hold information.

The second reason is also mental control. Airmen who sight saucers 
are ridiculed and laughed at by their superiors and other airmen and 
associates, not because the people who do this really want to do it 

x but because they receive unconscious suggestions to do sc and do not 
know enough to resist the impulse. This is also true of reporters and 
others who should know better. They have consistantly made a joke of 

M everyone who sees saucers until it is much as the man’s job is worth to $ say a word about it. That is anyone in the organization learns by 
bitter experience that he cannot get his information respected or 
received by anyone who should receive it and act on it accordingly.

So he just keeps his head low and keeps quiet or joins the 
bandwagon and ridicules the next ’’boob” who trys to tell someone he has 
seen a flying saucer.

QUESTION: Is it true the F.B.I. said you were 25^ correct. Just 
what exactly is the story behind this incident?

ANSWER FROM RICHARD SHAVER:
They didn't say this to me. They may have said this to 

someone else. There was a time when the FBI sent out operatives to interview 
everyone who said they knew anything about saucers. They had plenty of 
reason to do this. One of them called on me. :

I asked him to brief me on what he had heard, whether it was really 
safe to talk confidentially about what I knew or whether the FBI might later 
use what I had to say against me, say in a sanity hearing or something of 
the kind. He gave me no satisfactory assurance of confidential reception, 
that is I couldn’t tell just why the FBI was interested in me in particular, 
so I said "Well, if you can't talk because it isn':t safe for you, how can 
you expect me to talk.to you...you've got the power, not me?"

These are not the exact words exchanged but its what went on in my 
head as I recall it — that was nearly twenty years ago, give or take a few.
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Actually, I said that I was more interested in the telepathic angles 
of the saucer flap going on at the time and that I thought they were somehow 
related...that what I knew personally about the saucers was derived from 
sources which he could not be expected to respect nor which I wanted to 
disclose to him.

He was not at all a good interviewer, but rather a very large wrestling 
type individual who.sat glumly examining me like a hoptoad in a frying pan 
and. said very little. I donH think that they could have picked a type who 
would be less apt to learn anything about under-the-counter saucer activities.

Even the FBI should know, from the waythey act, that it isn't safe to 
say wild things to them. If this fellow wanted to really learn something he 
would not have come as an FBI Agent but as a fan with leading questions.

I have tried for years to get a GOOD interview with the FBI on a 
square deal level, to make sure they had received information I know they 
needed, but it is in fact impossible to get such interviews unless you do 
NOT indeed want them.

We do NOT have an intelligent ''Intelligence service" in this country, 
and if you don't believe me just try and contact them. You cannot tell them 
anything and if you continue to bother them they call the local police to 
protect them from nuts, I have he^?$- from several who tried. <

How they manage to learn anything about anything is bej^ritTme! They 
are carefully sheltered from all chance contacts with the minds of people 
who need them by a wall of secretaries carefully conditioned‘to refuse all 
bothersome information. ■

I sincerely believe that any group of people with moderate intelligence 
could be assembled and told to gather information on any subject and would 
do so with about ten thousand times the efficiency of the FBI. This is not- 
because they don't want to gather information, but because they are mentally 
blocked, their minds sabotaged by what I call tamper...and they thus cannot 
in fact inquire intelligently into any of these subjects which you and I 
know are so all important. I suspect they suffer from an all consuming 
fear, (not a natural fear but a kind of mind block) at the mere suggestion 
of being curious about telepathic agents, flying saucers and the like.A

That is, if you sneaked up behind an FBI man and said "Flying Saucers" 
he would jump about ten feet in the air. And he would not be able to 
question you at all, but would just walk off, in fact. ‘

Their minds have been artifically closed along certain paths. So have 
most of our so-called scientists and intellectuals. They are being maltreated 
mentally by mind sabotage from the caverns. .

They too hear voices, and obey some of them, just when they should 
not I I have heard them THINK these voices are a separate "Intelligence 
Agency." (It is, the only one on earth that has good information about 
anything.) But they are locked in a death struggle with the deros and can't 
get free themselves long enough tc set the FBI and similar groups right.

'The speed of light is generally put at 186,2^-0 miles a second. Yet 
according to several news reports the Navy is said to have bounched a radar 
beam off the moon and recorded its speed at OVER 2^-0,000 miles a second] 
People who are not scientists wonder how the speed of light can varry so 
when all scientists say that light is the absolute speed in the Universe. 
But how can this be when two different tests come up with two vastly 
different speeds? I suggest that if a 100 different tests were preformed 
that each would show a different speed.

Just as gravity has been found to be unreliable in different parts 
of the world so is light speed unreliable in different parts of the .globe 
and in our own universe.' ....

I have long been a student of Herbert W. Armstrong and because of 
his writeings I have come to a better understanding of the Bible and of 
the Universe itself. I do not wish to imply that because of studying . 
Armstrong's material that he is the source of my ideas but I do wish to 
imply that because of his explanations of the Bible many new thoughts have 
come to me making possible a clearer understanding of God-and his very’' 
purpose for our existence.

On a recent "World Tomorrow" radio program Herbert Armstrong stated 
that several astronomers had discovered an area in space that was COMPLETELY 
empty of even one star! Armstrong extended the idea that perhaps the people 
living in this area of space had sinned to such an extent that they.were
distroyed. If this is so then perhaps the people that were sinning were the
angels that had followed the Devil in his battle against God. When the 
battle was over God banished the Devil and his followers to this earth, then 
destroyed that part of the universe that was infested with sin.

After the Devil and his angels were banished to earth they were.also in
- the demenison inherited by man. They entered the area in space that 
consisted of a space time demenison thus causing them to age as men but on a
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smaller scale because of being spirit.
, It is said that a day in the sight of God is a thousand years in our 
time.

The universe in which our earth, and solar system exists, is very much 
apart from the rest of the universe. Our world is one of sin and because of 
this we are left out of the rest of the universe until that time when we 
learn to be good children — just as all our neighbors in the solar system.

Suppose that light from some place in the -universe reached us a split 
second after it left its source. Impossible! Maybe not. In our universe 
we have to contend with many factors including gravity. In a perfect 
universe there probably wouldn’:t be this force to contend with. If we 
all become perfect and live with not against God we wouldn't need gravity 
because spirits can levitate themselves.

Gravity is the one condition that we sinners must put up with because 
it keeps us on this planet. In order to over come gravity we have to 
work and build machines, planes, rockets, etc. In a perfect universe we 
wouldn’t need to be tied down and we would be free to roam the universe at will.

FLAP COH7JMDSS..
More sightings continue to reach us since the last issue. Reports of 
strange ships being seen worldwide in our sky. Please report such 
incidents directly to us as soon as possible so we can include them 
in the very next issue.
January 23 - Ten year old Robin Burgess at 3:10 P«M. in Rocky Hill, 

Connecticut observed a round-shaped white object, ringed in black, and about 
four feet in diameter with one window in the center that made a whistling 
sound overhead above his home and reported it to his parents who in turn 
notified local authorities.(Credit: George Fawcett) .

January 25 - Matthew Rybozyk noticed his TV set wouldnH work and 
upon investigating a humming noise outside his home in Manchester, N.H. 
discovered that the disturbance was caused by a strange object which was 
hovering nearby. Nearby residents told of interference on radios, TV and 
electric power was also effected. '

March'- John F. Reeves a retired longshoreman from Brooklyn told 
of coming upon a 30 foot saucer in the area around Brookville, Florida while 
on a walk through the woods. He also told of seeing a strange robot like 
being who tried to take photographs of him. Strange depressions and footprints 
were discovered at the reported site as well as two pieces of paper which 
Reeves claims the robot dropped upon entering the craft.

■ March Ih- - Mr. James W. Flynn, of Fort Myers, Florida walked to 
within 150 feet of a bright yellow lighted cone shapped object while training 
hunting dogs in the Everglades. The object emitted a loud whirring noise 
and had four tiers of windows visible around the side. Suddenly he was 
knocked unconscious by a strange force. When he regained consciousness the 
UFO had disappeared (though a black, oily looking circle was found on the 
ground where the UFO had been). The doctor treated him for eye damage 
after the incident, which left him bloodshot and partially blinded due to 
the sudden blow. Both eyes were bandaged because of injuries received 
during the UFO encounter (Credit: George Fawcett, NICAP INVESTIGATOR and 
ABC's TV NIGHTLIFE) ■

March 31 - Burke, Idaho residents told of treeshaving been twisted off 
by some mysterious force on the steep hillside above an old mine and linked 
this with a brilliant object that swept across the area a night previous. 
Residents in the area also reported a rumbling noise on the night that the 
UFO appeared. ..

March 31 - Officials of the Canadian RCMP were attempting to track down 
the remains of a brilliant UFO that lit the skies over British Columbia, 
Alberta and parts of northwestern U.S. Their only clue was the smell of sulphur 
fumes still lingering in the air the following day. Two fires one in a 
lumberyard, flared up shortly after the object exploded in mid-air.

April - Reports of formations of 12 to lb- unknown bodies, each with 
long firey tails passed over part of Denmark. One witness said the objects 
appeared to be on a guided and definite course with two of the crafts 
staying behind .-and later rejoining the formation again.

April. 15 - Lester Broederdorf of Elgin, Illinois reported a white mass 
which had a blue and green tine moving on a horizontal plane at about 7^30 p.m. 
It had an exhaust eight to ten times as long as the body. -
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